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Reading Notes for Castro Chapter 2
Working with Web Page Files

Introduction
This is a very short and direct chapter preparing you for creating Web pages. Some of
the points we have covered already, but they bear repeating. This chapter, like Chapter
1, may not be entirely understandable at your present stage of learning, but after a
couple of weeks you may return to it and pick up those things you didn't understand.

Terms to know
Extension
Default page
Source
Directory

Reading Notes
Page 48: This is getting a little ahead of ourselves, but do remember this concept. For
instance, Assignment 1 is a simple three page web site, but you will want to sketch out a
picture of how the files relate. This will save you a great deal of time when linking these
files. As your site grows in size design charts of some kind become indispensable. I use
note cards and string on a bulletin board.
Pages 49-51: Web pages are "text only" or ASCII files. No matter what you use to create
these first pages, it must save as text. On Windows this is most usually WordPad, while
Mac uses SimpleText or TextEdit. Be very clear about the use of extensions to identify
your text files as Web documents: all files must end with .html or .htm. I'll suggest you
use ".html" as ".htm" is an artifact of the DOS days when PC files could only use three
letters for extensions.
Page 52: One of the most consistent mistakes in my class is for someone to do the first
assignment in Word by typing in the code, then using the "Save as Web Page..."
command. Then when they open the file in a browser all they see is HTML code. Can
you guess why? In any case, don't use Word for anything. Ever.
Page 53: Again, our default file name is index.html.
Page 55: In assignment one we will make a directory called "575Website" that will be
the place you put all your website files for this class. This will be your central directory.
Note: I will always use the term "directory;" yes, folder is the same thing and is in wider
use, but we will be on a UNIX machine and in that environment one only talks of
"directories."
Page 57: Perhaps the most important thing you can do is visit a lot of Web sites and
start to see what others are doing. The best way to learn coding is to view how others
did things. Jazz musicians start learning improvisation by listening - so should we start
by critically viewing web sites.


